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The script describes the scenes. One is easily tempted to describe what the viewer should 
see/learn in the picture. Instead, it is important to describe what should be seen in the 
picture and what the text is like. Then you can test (in combination with the storyboard) if 
the desired effect is achieved. 
 
Standard format from film: (Corresponds to about 1min per page - works in explanatory 
video only conditionally, since description and dialogue do not always correspond to the 
usual film relations) 
 
Font: Courier 
Scene start: Headline:   
Int/Ext     Place     Time 

 

Description of the action 

  

Narrator  

  Dialog indented center 

 

 
On this basis, screenplay structures can be modified for your own purpose.  
Animations and interactive elements should also be described in the script.   
It is advantageous to document and use your own templates. This is helpful for a quick 
work flow. 
 
 
[Note:  
Introduction  
Relaxed dog  
Nervous dog 
Summary 
test] 
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A script for an explanatory video can look like this: 
 
Title: Explanatory film about dog psychology - recognising relaxed dogs 
 
Learning content: The viewer can distinguish a relaxed dog from an excited dog in everyday 
life.  
 
Target groups: Dog owners, (to go for a walk without danger), shy people, parents (risk 
assessment) 
Duration: 45 seconds  
    
 
 
 
 

INTRO 

(Dog School Logo - Headline Subject) 

 

1. Split-Screen  Photos: Aggressive dog/ sleeping dog 

 

Voice over 

This video shows you by which body 

characteristics you can recognize whether a 

dog is relaxed or nervous. It can help you to 

identify which dogs you should avoid. Of 

course a certain amount of caution is always 

necessary, dogs are not always predictable. 

However, knowledge of physical 

characteristics can help you to better assess 

everyday situations. 

 

 

2. Slide   Overview Procedure Video 

 

Voice over 

First I will show you the characteristics of 

a relaxed dog. After that I will show you the 

characteristics of a nervous dog and what the 

differences are between a joyfully excited 

dog and a tense, impressive dog.  

Then you can test your knowledge in a quiz.  

At the end you will see a short summary.  

 

 

3. Animation   Scheme (drawing) relaxed dog 

 

The animation shows with arrows the corresponding areas of the 

dog, which point "down". Before (neutral) - After (relaxed) 
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  Voice over 

With a relaxed dog everything points down. 

The tail, the ears, the nose, the lips, the 

head in general. 

 

4. Live action:  relaxed dog    day 

 

A relaxed dog runs sniffing over a meadow and to his human. 

Video is stopped and animated arrows point to the head, tail 

and ears. 

 

Voice over 

In this video you can see a relaxed dog. 

Here it is good to see how all body parts a 

dog communicates through are pointing down. 

His ears are relaxed, his tail points down. 

His forehead is smooth. 

 

5. Animation  Scheme (drawing) nervous dog 

 

The animation shows in before (neutral) after (nervous) the 

respective parts of the body, where you can see what mood the 

dog is in. 

 

  Voice over 

 In a nervous dog, the respective body parts 

tend to point upwards. Especially the tail 

stands upwards like an antenna. This 

characteristic is difficult to recognize in 

dogs whose tail has been bred to point 

upwards. Also the ears are pointed. In dogs 

with drooping ears one can look at the root 

of the ears to notice the difference. The 

forehead is in folds, the head points 

upwards. This is a dog on alert. If in 

addition the lips go up, this is a sure 

sign that the dog wants distance. 

 

 

6. Live action    nervous dog    day  

A nervous dog runs back and forth in fast steps without 

concentration. He stretches his head up again and again to 

check the situation. Thereby he pricks up his ears. 

 

  Voice over 

 Already in the overall impression you can 

see that this dog behaves decisively 

different than the dog in the previous 

video.  
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 The next step in understanding a dog would 

be to see if a dog is joyfully excited, or 

fearful, or aggressively nervous.  

 

7. Int.Activ  Test  

An H5P quiz on the topic must be completed before the video 

continues. 

 

  Quiz content 

1. from which parts of the body can the mood 

of a dog be read 

  Scheme - click on it 

2. in a nervous dog these body parts tend to 

show  

a. Below 

b. Top 

 

8. slide, summary scheme/split screen 
The two animated dogs can be seen side by side 

 

Voice Over 

Both moods can be read on individual 

body parts of a dog. With relaxed dogs 

they point downwards and with excited 

dogs they point upwards.  

 

 

OUTRO 

(Thanks a lot / Credits/ Logo) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


